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MY JOURNEY THROUGH VIDYASHALA! 

 
It fills my heart with immense pride and joy to introduce my home away from home, that 

is ''Sri Ramakrishna Vidyashala'. It was a place which groomed me as a 'man to human' 

'boy to cadet' and as a 'person to responsible citizen'. As a residential student there for 

five long years, it makes me feel emotional to share those good vibes here with 

everyone. 

 

Located in the heart of Mysore city, the campus is  filled with lush green trees. It is a  67 

acre wide campus consisting of 22 grounds including one big massive stadium and a 

gymnasium. 'Man making education', this is the ideal and supreme goal of our 

institution. Being headed by 'Ramakrishna Mission', which was established by Swami 

Vivekananda himself, It strives hard to inculcate all the qualities that Vivekananda 

wanted to see in youth. In other words it was 'Swami Vivekananda’s training ground'.   



 

I feel privileged and honoured to be a student of Vidyashala, as well as a part of a great 

organisation, the Ramakrishna Mission and Order.

 
 

Being selected to study in this institution was also a difficult thing. There will be 

thousands of applications out of which only hundred of them are being selected. One 

must face an interview as well as a written exam for being admitted to this institution, 

where one's previous grade marks are thrown into the sky. 

     

I could manage to go through all those challenges and successfully step into eighth 

grade. Being a residential student, I had to be independent in doing my chores. Like 

other schools, even my school had seniors and I had to face them. I couldn't get along 

with them, but I never stop trying to be good to everyone. I was courageous and bold 

but the fear was hidden somewhere deep inside me. Facing my seniors and trying to 

get along with everyone and trying to adjust to the new environment brought all those 



 

qualities out.

 
 

 I was a part of NCC there. It was a premier Institute which used to send atleast two 

cadets to the RDC Parade each year. The respect our institution had in 3 KAR BN NCC 

was something  we could look up to and had to maintain. Seeing all those schools 

showing immense respect towards our institution, we felt very privileged in camps.  

 

But firstly in order to enroll into NCC was a really big challenge. I was not that physically 

fit. The selection criteria was to run approximately for 2 kilometres in our wide campus. I 

still can't believe how I could manage to run such a long distance and get selected. In 

this manner I was made to realise the physical energy which was inherent inside me. 



 

Finally, after 2 years of training in the Junior Division, I had my A certificate during my 

9th grade. 

 

Rest of my life was filled with immense joy and part of my Memory book . As we were 

far from our parents and our relatives, it was only friends we pondered upon.. They 

were the only 'counsellors','Motivators','irritators' and also 'partners in crime'. We lived 

there together as a family, bonded and still more attached… 

 

 While we were in 10th grade too, academics was not our concern. Our  prime intention 

was to have fun and joy. We did not bother about our academics, only because we had 

such eminent teachers who could prepare us in a span of a week or a month. Such was 

the confidence students had towards their teachers. Of course teachers worried about 

our academics but we did all our tests and exams well. We literally came out in flying 

colours having 100% distinction in our board exams in spite of having all fun all 

throughout the year. 

 

 My Pre-University life for 2 years was not as exciting as these three years were. It was 

the time when my academics shattered into pieces, probably due to my overconfidence 

that I gained through my 10th grade results. But I emerged being a literary champ  in 

these two years. I won the pick and speak competitions, debates and essay writing 

competitions and went on representing my institution in district level literary 

competitions. I was also made as the Literary Secretary when I was in second year PU 

and a member of Student Council for the year 2019-20. This instilled in me leadership 

traits, handling and managing tough situations which I was not used to in my early 

years. It gave me more confidence and strength to bounce back, to stay strong in my 

life. 

 

Today, as I look back to those days, my academics were substandard. But I feel happy 

for making those memories, those I will cherish for life. 

 

Like this my institution shaped me into a perfect person which I aspired to be, but 

couldn't do alone. All thanks to the Swamijis,eminent teachers and faculty for their 

blessings and guidance. 

 

After reading this article, if anyone decides to enroll their wards or known children to this 

institution, then please don't hesitate.  

 

It would indeed be a turning point in one's life. 

           

THANK YOU.  



 

 


